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Upper Pines Lodge
Warren’s consummate four-season getaway
covers all the bases, and then some.

S

OME HOUSES LOOK STUNNING IN ANY SEASON, FROM ANY ANGLE. UPPER PINES
LODGE IS one of those houses. Situated on a wooded mountainside in Warren, Vermont, the roughly
3,600-square-foot home is unobtrusively anchored on seven-and-a-half acres and assimilated into the
Mad River Valley’s natural terrain. David Sellers designed the custom retreat; a well-known, award-winning
Warren, Vermont-based architect, David’s practice includes urban and community planning, furniture design, industrial design, and innovations in sustainable technology.

Jack Reynolds’ Upper Pines Lodge began life in a much different form than this one—as a humble A-frame that he bought in November 1986. Architect David
Sellers gradually worked his magic to transform the structure into a perfectly self-contained, quiet forest hideaway.
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Boasting the capacity to host a group of 10 residents and up to 14 diners at any one time, the elegant and enjoyable dining room also features a lighting fixture
designed and handcrafted by architect David Sellers, and a well-appointed wet bar with a copper sink. Meals, games, and conversations around the custom cherry
dining table, crafted by a local artisan, have been a highlight of numerous stays at the home where, as one visitor to Upper Pines Lodge remarked, “It’s funny; it felt
both spacious and cozy at the same time.”
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The third-floor has two additional guest bedrooms that are connected by a
splendid sky-bridge overlooking the three-story atrium.

Not your ordinary entrance, the alleé of trees entry hall is designed around locally grown maple trees.

A close-up reveals the wealth of details crafted from local wood found in inviting
accommodations in the sleeping quarters.

The master bedroom suite features a cathedral ceiling, king-size bed, private
balcony, custom lighting, oversize Jacuzzi, large marble-and-glass shower, and
steam room.

603.359.1912 / geobarns.com
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The Upper Pines Lodge began life differently; it was built in the late 1960s
or early 1970s by Paul Ruetzler, a wellknown Warren contractor. The current
owner, Jack Reynolds, acquired Paul’s
modest A-frame chalet deep in the
woods from a New York City widow in
November 1986. Jack had been renting
in the Mad River Valley since 1980 and
wanted a home of his own. The simple
chalet sufficed for his young family and
a couple of friends.
In 1999, when Jack remarried, he was
joined by two young stepdaughters and
decided to install a loft for the two girls
in the high-ceilinged master bedroom.
Jack and his new bride honeymooned at
Warren’s elegant Pitcher Inn. They were
so impressed by the inn that they asked
the proprietor who the genius architect
was who created the building. They were
referred to David Sellers, whose office at
the Mad River Rockets (sled company)
and architecture firm were around the
corner.
Jack and his wife knocked on Dave’s
door and were admitted to his madcap
world. Dave asked if they wanted to see
an example of his residential work and
took them to see Win Smith’s magnificent home near Sugarbush. That settled
things: Dave would design the girls’ loft.
From then on architectural “program
creep” took over the let’s-build-a-loftfor-the-girls project, leading to a massive
rebuilding of Upper Pines Lodge. What
you see on these pages is the outcome of
that undertaking.
From the beginning Jack and his wife
wanted to open the woods to create
mountain vistas, but Dave warned them
that their ambition would be fruitless.
By chance the town had an oddly shaped
five-acre parcel abutting Jack’s original
property in tax foreclosure proceedings.
Jack leapt at the chance to buy the land.
The new parcel afforded him the opportunity to selectively to prune and cut
some of the trees below the lodge. Thus,
with arborist Eric Potter’s help over
more than a decade, every year Jack has
enhanced the Upper Pines Lodge’s now
spacious views.
By 2001, Upper Pines Lodge was transformed. As one guest said, “It gives the
impression of a perfectly self-contained,
quiet forest hideaway, while also being
conveniently close to Sugarbush Resort.”
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Green Technology
at Your Feet
The most affordable “do-it-yourself”
radiant heating system on the market.
Compatible with any fuel source:
GAS PROPANE SOLAR OIL WOOD ELECTRIC GEOTHERMAL
VISIT OUR WEBSITE

www.radiantcompany.com
CALL FOR A FREE QUOTE

1.866.WARM-TOES
1.866.972.9863

Barton, Vermont 05822

ALUMINUM DOCKS & SWIM FLOATS

Create an oasis is your backyard...
Sturdy, Lightweight Aluminum Frame ● Fixed or Floating ● Custom Sizes/Layouts ● Cedar,
Nylodeck™ or Thruflow™ decking● Maintenance free ● No sharp edges or abrasive materials●
Free on site consultation & quotes●Accessories & more● Manufactured in VT with 5 yr warranty
Hartford, VT (Route 14 behind the CT Valley Auto Auction)
802-281-8245 www.highcountryaluminum.com
Email: vtdocks@gmail.com
Mon-Fri 8:00 to 4:30
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When Jack was asked to name his favorite room
and why, he didn’t hesitate. “The master suite is my
favorite room…On the other hand, my foodie friends
wax lyrical about the chef’s dream kitchen” (opposite
page).

There is land behind the lodge where
guests can hike and snowshoe, and there
is easy access to three local ski resorts,
but some lodge guests specifically come
to relax and enjoy a ‘staycation’. As one
visitor put it, “Activities abound nearby
for a whole range of outdoor interests
(e.g., golf, tennis, hiking, biking, soaring, and swimming), but the weather
doesn’t matter, because just being here is
the real treat.”
Upon approaching the “cabin in the
woods,” there is a welcoming air, and
stepping inside one’s breath is taken
away by the ambiance. The three-story
atrium, with its wall of light, is an architectural gem, and every floor holds
outstanding details and creative refinements. No stone has been left unturned:
the five-bedroom, three-and-a-half-bath
luxury lodge anticipates and accommodates a guest’s every comfort need. The
chef’s kitchen impresses even the most
sagacious cook. Local materials and examples of the exquisite craftsmanship
throughout the lodge include the cherry dining table, gleaned stone hearths,
soapstone counters, a pine peninsula
with bark edges, and cherry cabinets
with birch-bark inserts made on site; radiant-heated floors are a warm, inviting
bonus.
Not your ordinary entrance, the alleé
of trees entry hall is designed around locally grown maple trees that, as Jack explains, “are fallen trees from the forest,
and not cut for Upper Pines Lodge.” The
rescued trees were debarked, oiled, and
fashioned upright to form the allée (an
architectural descriptor: a straight route
with a line of trees or large shrubs running along each side) that leads from the
front door to the back deck. Each unique
specimen tree stands in a river-stone
base of tumbled, polished stones from
the nearby Mad River.
The spacious living room sports a
raised-hearth fireplace at one end and a
Vermont Castings woodstove on a conforming raised-hearth at the other—
both hearths were constructed from
stone found on the property. Two sets

www.wagnerhodgson.com
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Jack Reynolds (left) and David Sellers (right) enjoy a conversation at the entrance to the Hobbitt Shed, which appears to have been nicely integrated into the home’s
wooded surroundings.

Upon approaching the “cabin in the woods,” it is apparent that no stone has been left unturned; this luxury lodge accommodates a guest’s every comfort need.
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TOM MOORE & SONS





  

A Tradition of Craftsmanship

 

Friendly, knowledgeable service,
Amazing selection...all for a fair price.
• CARPET
• HARDWOOD
• TILE
• STONE
• VINYL
• LAMINATE

Creative Kitchen & Bath remodeling
Custom furniture & cabinetry
Serving Vermont for three generations

tommoorebuilder.com

802-899-2376

Visit our
31,000 sq ft
showroom &
warehouse
1267 Harwood Hill Rd
Bennington, VT 05201
Phone: (802) 442-2494
benningtontile.com

Is it real wood or is it tile?
Come visit us and find out!
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620 Main Street, Weston, Vermont 05161

This beautifully-crafted
3BR/3BA timber-frame house
is the quintessential Vermont
home. Light-filled spaces, wide
pine floors with radiant heat on
the main level, lg kitchen, open
living areas & views from
every window. Gardens,
mountain views, trails (VAST
and hiking) nearby, skiing and
golf are just minutes away.
$340,000

Soaring country contemporary
on 12 acres with sweeping
views and grand living spaces.
Open floor plan, large new
kitchen, spacious living room
with stone fireplace, and 6BR
incl. spectacular master suite
w/ long-range views. Lower
level offers a recreation area to
beat all - wet-bar, game tables
and a walk-out to the view
beyond. $645,000

Vermont handmade Lighting

Fine Vermont Properties for all Seasons

See what’s new in the area . . . stop by, call or visit our website
802.824.3176 ~ info@mmmrealestate.com
www.mmmrealestate.com

AUTHENTIC D ESIGNS
West Rupert, Vermont

•

800 844-9416

•

www.AuthenticDesigns.com
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An architect documents
his work: David photographs the bathroom
from perspective of the
frameless glass shower.
The room features a magnificent, one-of-a-kind,
carved, Vermont marble
freestanding sink.

of large, custom French doors lead to an
ample deck. The deck—perfect for outdoor dining—surrounds two sides of the
home and overlooks a wooded ravine,
as well as offering views to the beautiful
mountains beyond.
When Jack was asked to name his favorite room and why, he didn’t hesitate.
“The master suite is my favorite room,
because of its magical lighting, spectacular architecture, natural finishes, hidden bathtub-with-a-view, and extraordinary marble-finished bathroom with its
huge shower-cum-steam-room. On the
other hand, my foodie friends wax lyrical about the chef’s dream kitchen. It’s
so hard to pick a favorite room.” He adds
thoughtfully, “Guests are encouraged to
select their own favorite.” A fun discovery on the property is David’s tastefully
designed sports shed—promptly named
the Hobbit Shed by a guest who fell in
love with it, where guests store their
bikes, golf clubs, kites, skis, and sleds.
When asked to describe the process
of architecting Upper Pines Lodge Dave
remarked, “Working with Jack Reynolds
and the pick of the Vermont craftsmen
has been a rare treat…I am totally delighted with the outcome.” This Vermont escape truly has something special
for everyone and every lifestyle. As one
guest summed it up, “Your Upper Pines
Lodge has given us what we needed:
fun, laughter, good times, and fond
memories.”
Carolyn Bates is a professional photographer
who lives and works in Burlington, VT. To see
more of her work, visit carolynbates.com.

JUST THE FACTS
Upper Pines Lodge was
designed by architect
Dave Sellers and is owned
by Jack Reynolds. For
more information, visit
upperpineslodge.com,
call Jack Reynolds at (617)
945-5157, or email jack@
upperpineslodge.com.

Warren

